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Meeting with Tesco (8 January 2019) 

Attendees from WG:  Ken Morgan, Ralph Watts, Rob Carswell 

Attendees from Tesco: Nigel Hughes (Store Manager) 
   Chris Humphrey – Operations Manager 
   Tom Bell – Regional People Safety Manager 
   Steve Packham – Distribution Risk Assessor 

 

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss car parking and deliveries outside the store. 

 

Main points discussed 

• Broken kerbs & damaged verges due to being driven over by cars and delivery lorries. It was agreed by all that this 
is a problem, and that the current layout doesn’t allow delivery lorries enough space to enter and exit the area easily 
if cars are parked parallel to the store in the parking area. 

• Tesco are keen to engage with us on this. Within Tesco the public safety concerns around the current loading 
arrangements are seen as significant. 

• 12-metre-long small articulated lorries are used for deliveries of Tesco produce, which are split between 
chilled/frozen and ambient and occur almost every day except Sunday. 

• Deliveries from other suppliers are in rigid trucks, which are harder to manoeuvre than articulated ones. 

• Total deliveries add up to around 20 per week. 

• The idea of accepting deliveries at the rear of the premises was explored. Upon seeing the rear access, it was 
evident that this would not be a feasible option for several reasons:  

o The narrow street and parking heads regularly blocked by parked cars would make manoeuvring a truck 
difficult, as it would need to be either reversed in or out. 

o The width of the rear of the store is not sufficient to park the truck without obstructing access to 
neighbouring garages. 

o Access to the rear side gate is via the adjacent private driveway, which forms access to a garage, often 
with a parked car on the driveway. 

o Adding a new access in the rear fence adjacent to Ancott Close is not possible as the change in level 
from Ancott Close to the rear of the store is around 1.2 metres. Currently there is a raised area at street 
level containing a small seating area with a 1.2-metre-high retaining wall separating this from a narrow 
path leading around the building. The depth of this rear area is insufficient to provide a safe change in 
level for deliveries. 

• Deliveries at the front of store were discussed and the issues explored. The main issue is around the safety of 
pedestrians as they approach the store from 3 directions at the current delivery point (in front of the cash 
machine). 

• Queried why deliveries are performed with the lorries parallel to the store and not perpendicular, with cab pointing 
towards High Street. The slope of the site would make this orientation dangerous, as the wheeled trolleys would 
naturally roll. Plus, although the length of a 12-metre truck could be accommodated, there isn’t enough space to 
allow for the required extra 2 metres safety gap around the rear of the vehicle. 



• It was agreed that deliveries are best made in parallel to the front of store but that they should occur further down 
the parking area so that they are away from the cash machine, steps and path leading from the post box. This 
would then only affect pedestrians from one direction (i.e. coming from the Ancott Close end). The benefit would 
be that deliveries can be unloaded from the rear of the lorry with ample space and rolled directly into the store 
over a newly eased dropped kerb directly in front of the store entrance. 

• Tesco said that the store is one of the best in the area in terms of the level of business. They would like to enlarge 
the store but have not yet found a solution. They have looked at adding a bakery, but could not fit this in. 

• Car parking requirement was discussed. Tesco have no specific requirements regarding this but observed that 5 
or so parking spaces are sufficient for this store, as most of their trade is from foot traffic. 

• Car parking options were discussed, with a new ‘toast rack’ style option being mooted to allow for the revised 
delivery location, to ensure that parking of cars isn’t affected by deliveries. 

• Tesco asked if it would be possible to take back the kerb/pavement where the post box is to make truck access 
easier. We agreed to explore moving the post box with the Post Office. 

• We asked about Tesco contributing to costs. The response was that they could not give an immediate answer but 
would explore this within the company. The Tesco management would normally prefer to have 2 or 3 options to 
consider when making financial commitments. It is more difficult to get a decision if only one option is proposed. 

 

Actions taken from the meeting 

• Ken to draw up a revised ‘toast rack’ parking scheme, accessed from the car park, including kerb to High Street to 

allow for parking for several cars adjacent as they do so currently. 

• Rob to liaise with Nigel (store manager) to progress designs. 

 

 
 


